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Mexico State Gubernatorial Election 
George W. Grayson 

 

The July 3 vote for governor of Mexico State is a trial run for 
the nation’s mid-2012 presidential showdown in the 
jurisdiction with the most registered voters—10.5 million. 

Mexico State governor Enrique Peña Nieto, the front-runner 
to succeed incumbent Felipe Calderón, has thrown his weight 
behind Eruviel Ávila Villegas, candidate of his Institutional 
Revolutionary Party (PRI). Polls show Ávila with a double-digit 
lead over his opponents: Luis Felipe Bravo Mena (National 
Action Party—PAN) and Alejandro Encinas Rodríguez 
(Democratic Revolutionary Party—PRD). The momentum of 
the reinvigorated PRI apparatus may also lead to 
gubernatorial victories in Coahuila, Nayarit, and Michoacán. 

The Candidates 

All have had experience in party leadership positions, have 
served in Mexico’s Congress, and have held federal 
appointed positions. 

Eruviel Ávila Villegas: Affiliation—The PRI plus the New 
Alliance Party (PANAL), and the Green Ecological Party 
(PVEM) have formed the “United for You” coalition. 
Background—Born May 1, 1969, Ecatepec, Mexico State; law 
degree from Technological University of Mexico; M.A. and 
Ph.D. from Mexico’s National Autonomous University 
(UNAM); secretary to Ecatepec municipal government; state 
legislator (1997–2000); federal deputy (1997–2000; 2006–
2009); mayor of Ecatepec (2003–2006; 2009–2011); and 
state PRI president (2006). Proposals and issues—Said he 
would continue Peña Nieto’s public works program; 
promised to open 20 new universities; lambasted the failure 
of President Calderón’s war against drugs; pledged tax breaks 
to families that use solar and other alternative energy 
sources; said he would fight corruption via a Citizens’ Council 
of Transparency and Accountability, periodically subject 
police to background, drug, and psychological examinations, 
and promote citizens electing their law-enforcement officers. 

Luis Felipe Bravo Mena: Affiliation—National Action Party. 
Background—Born September 28, 1952, León, Guanajuato; 
law degree from the University of Guanajuato, with 
additional studies in political philosophy at the Panamerican 
University; analyst for Consejo Coordinador Empresarial; 
director of studies for Coparmex (1983–1986); adviser to 

Manuel J. Clouthier’s presidential campaign (1988); ran 
unsuccessfully for mayor of Naucalpan (1990) and governor 
of Mexico State (1993); federal deputy (1991–1994); senator 
(1994–2000); national PAN president (1999–2005); 
ambassador to the Vatican (2005–2008); and Calderón’s 
private secretary (2009–2011). Proposals and issues— Called 
on all three candidates to take drug tests (all complied; all 
passed); stated that he would place an office next to the 
governor’s where citizens could easily denounce corruption 
and would encourage citizen participation in state affairs 
through a Social Council of Democratic Governance; and 
along with the PRD, accused the PRI of grossly exceeding the 
campaign spending limit of 213 million pesos ($17.8 million). 

Alejandro Encinas Rodríguez: Affiliation—Democratic 
Revolutionary Party, the Workers’ Party (PT), and the 
Convergence Party have created the “United We Can Do 
More” coalition. Background—Born May 13, 1954, in Mexico 
City; degree in economics from UNAM; adviser to CEPAL; 
active in leftist parties and participated in founding the PRD; 
federal deputy (1985–1988; 1991–1994); lost races for 
governorship of Mexico State (1993) and delegate for the 
Álvaro Obregón borough of the Federal District (2000); 
served as the district’s secretary of the environment (1997–
2000) and secretary of economic development (2002–2005); 
acting Federal District mayor (2005–2006); and federal 
deputy (2009–2011). Proposals and issues— Blamed the high 
crime rate in Mexico State on Governor Peña Nieto’s 
administration; claimed that the PRI candidate was tied to 
the multimillionaire ex-mayor of Tijuana, Jorge Hank Rhon, 
who was accused of murder and the illegal possession of 
firearms; called for an investigation of Vicente Chaires Yáñez, 
a PRI leader and ally of party president Humberto Moreira 
Valdés; pledged self-governance for indigenous communities; 
and to demonstrate his commitment to transparency, 
released a document showing his assets at U.S.$25,105 (Ávila 
claimed U.S.$339,498, and Bravo Mena claimed 
U.S.$184,100). 

The Polls 

Polling data shows an early lead by Ávila that generally 
widened at the expense of Bravo Mena’s appeal to 
participants. 
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Polls Conducted in 2011 on Mexico State Gubernatorial Race 
Pollster Date Ávila Bravo 

Mena 
Encinas None Undecided/ 

No Response 
El Universal Feb 14 32.0 20.0 23.0  25 
GCE Apr 26 47.7 14.3 15.8 12.1 6.2 
El Universal May 10 54.0 21.0 25.0  N.A. 
GCE May 11 45.3 17.0 19.9 5.0 12.4 
GCE May 23 50.2 15.3 23.9 4.0 5.7 
GCE May 30 52.8 13.4 20.7 5.6 6.9 
GCE Jun 6 51.5 13.1 21.4 N.A. N.A. 
GCE Jun 19 53.7 13.7 19.6 N.A. N.A. 
GCE Jun 23 53.5 12.9 19.4 N.A N.A. 

Gabinete de Comunicación Estratégica (GCE); GCE published the polls in the newspaper Milenio; 
they are based on 200 interviews with a 95 percent confidence level and a +/-2.3 margin of error. 

 

Analysis 

The PRI is leaving nothing to chance in its drive to score a 
landslide victory in Mexico State on July 3. Although other 
“wannabes” were closer to outgoing Governor Enrique Peña 
Nieto, he chose Eruviel Ávila Villegas, a tried-and-true 
campaigner from Ecatepec, the mushrooming metropolis 
adjacent to Mexico City that boasts 1.7 million residents. Not 
only is Ávila Villegas an accomplished vote-getter who 
“connects” with average people, he was the only PRI 
politician of stature whose defection to a PAN-Left coalition 
might have jeopardized the hammerlock of the self-described 
“revolutionary party” on the nation’s most populous state. 
Luis Videgaray Caso took a leave of absence from presiding 
over the Chamber of Deputies Budget Committee to assume 
the presidency of the state PRI. A Peña Nieto confidant who 
earned a Ph.D. from MIT, Videgaray is preparing the 
governor’s economic policy and would serve as finance 
secretary or in another top economic post should the PRI 
recapture Los Pinos, the presidential residence. A second 
Peña Nieto stalwart, ex-Hidalgo governor Miguel Ángel 
Osorio Chong, is the party’s delegate to Mexico State. 

In addition to his party’s formidable grassroots structure, 
Ávila Villegas benefits from an enormous campaign war 
chest, the high approval ratings of the outgoing governor, 
robust media coverage, and a united front among the PRI’s 
power structure, known as the Atlacomulco Group.1 In 
addition, he enjoys the political, organizational, and financial 
backing of PRI governors from other states.2 These state 
leaders have become Mexico’s new “viceroys” as executive-

                                                 
1 An informal collection of former state governors and other power 
brokers. 
2 Among the most prominent have been César Horacio Duarte Jáquez 
(Chihuahua) and Fernando Ortega Bernés (Campeche); see Emilio 
Fernández, “Gobernadores apoyan campaña de Eruviel,” El 
Universal.com.mx, June 6, 2011. 

legislative standoffs have diminished the once-hegemonic 
power of the president.3 

The PRI standard-bearer also has the endorsement of the 
Green Ecological Party (PVEM) that attracts younger voters in 
the capital’s suburbs. Even more important, the National 
Alliance Party (PANAL) has joined Ávila’s “United for You” 
coalition. This move ensures the support of Elba Esther 
Gordillo, the powerful head of the SNTE National Education 
Workers Syndicate, which has 58,000 members in the state. 
The PRI aspirant is also close to Ecatepec’s politically active 
archbishop, Onésimo Cepeda Silva. 

Others jumped ship in the run-up to Sunday’s showdown. 
Senator René Arce and Federal Deputy Víctor Hugo Círigo 
number among moderates in the leftist-nationalist PRD who 
have deserted its candidate, Alejandro Encinas, in favor Ávila. 
More defectors are expected before election day.  

Much to the chagrin of President Felipe Calderón, PAN 
candidate Luis Bravo Mena appears destined to finish a 
distant third. The only hope for defeating the PRI was a PAN-
Left alliance, which proved successful in three gubernatorial 
elections last year: Oaxaca, Puebla, and Sinaloa. 

The PAN and PRD party chiefs favored such an amalgam in 
Mexico State, but it was not to be. Encinas, a follower of 
populist Andrés Manuel López Obrador and a 2012 
presidential hopeful, proved anathema to most panistas. 
López Obrador has been critical of the idea of a joint 
candidacy. Meanwhile, Bravo Mena raised hackles on the left 
because of his conservatism. Rumors abound that he will 
drop out of the contest to save face for the PAN. In this 
unlikely move, the turnout would be lower and Ávila’s victory 
margin even greater. 

                                                 
3 George W. Grayson, “Mexican Governors: The Nation’s New Feudal 
Lords,” Center for Hemispheric Policy, University of Miami, November 
10, 2010. 
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Assuming Ávila thunders to victory and Encinas, the 
perceived winner of the June 8 debate, comes in second, the 
losers will be: Calderón, whose party lacks a competitive 
presidential candidate; Mexico City mayor Marcel Ebrard, 
who is vying with López Obrador for the Left’s nomination in 
2012; and Senator Manlio Fabio Beltrones, an aspirant to 
succeed Calderón, who has moved vital reforms through the 
Senate only to see them bottled up by Peña Nieto’s followers 
in the Chamber of Deputies. 

Conclusion 

The probability of an Ávila landslide will add momentum to 
Peña Nieto’s presidential juggernaut, enhance the likelihood 
that Esther Gordillo retains her grip on public school 
teachers, and brighten the prospects for the PRI’s ousting the 
PRD from the Michoacán statehouse on November 3. The 
impulse would be even greater should PRI contenders win 
the other two gubernatorial showdowns on July 3. Surveys 
indicate that Humberto Moreira Valdés, 48, brother of the 

party president and an adept organizer, may crush his foes in 
Coahuila; and Roberto Sandoval Castañeda, 41, holds a 
double digit lead over the PAN’s Matha Elena García, 66, and 
the PRD’s Guadalupe Acosta Naranjo, 47, in Nayarit. 
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